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Let X be an ergodic Markov chain on a finite state space S, and let s and f be finite sequences 
of elements from S,. We give an easily computable formula for the expected time of completing 
I, given that s was just observed. If A, is a finite set of such sequences, we show how that formula 
may be used lo compute the hitting distribution on A,. 
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Introduction 
Suppose we are given a Markov chain on a finite state space S,,. Ifs and t denote 
finite sequences of states in S,,, how can one calculate the expected time of first 
seeing t, given that s was just observed? More generally, if A0 denotes a finite set 
of sequences {t;, 1 =S is n}, what will be the expected time of first seeing any sequence 
from A0 and what will be the probability of seeing some particular tj first? 
In order to answer these questions it is necessary to keep track of past information. 
There is, of course, a procedure which enables us to do that and to answer all of 
these questions in closed form. We can simply ramify the state space, in effect 
preserving past information, and then reduce the discussion to standard techniques 
of Markov chain theory. The difficulty is that for long sequences the computations 
require the inversion of huge matrices, and that may be completely impractical. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a practical way of computing such 
probabilities and expectations. When the process consists of a sequence of indepen- 
dent, identically distributed random variables with values in S,,, Li [3] has provided 
a compact formula for computing the expected time until a sequence t is observed, 
given that a sequence s has just been completed. His formula is presented in (1.8) 
below, together with the requisite notation and some examples which illustrate both 
the problem and the use of Li’s formula. One of the main results of this paper is 
an extension of that formula to ergodic Markov chains, and the resulting expression 
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is essentially Li’s formula with a correction term forced by the loss of independence. 
A precise statement of the extension is given in (l.ll), while the proof occupies 
Section 3. 
The second new result of this paper is to show how these conditional expectations 
can be used to compute hitting probabilities of a finite set A0 of sequences from 
the underlying state space S,. This result is based on the ideas of Gerber and Li 
[2] who give a procedure for computing such hitting probabilities for states of a 
Markov chain, and our contribution is to show that when the sequences in A0 satisfy 
certain “distinguishability” properties the same kind of procedure applies. As part 
of our background and illustrative material in Section 1, we give Gerber and Li’s 
formulation, but use a different technique to prove the invertibility of a key matrix. 
The proof that this formulation is appropriate for a set of sequences of states is 
presented in Section 4. 
Our approach to both topics requires the definition of a sequence-process related 
to the set A0 of target sequences of states in So. The evolution of this new process 
on “sequence-states” mimics the evolution of the original process and allows us to 
use the full strength of Markov chain theory. (It also requires the full notational 
paraphenalia for two distinct Markov chains.) All of the necessary definitions are 
given in Section 2, together with results establishing the relationship between the 
two processes and also some standard facts from Markov chain theory. 
The extension of Li’s formula is presented in Section 3, and the details showing 
that Gerber and Li’s formulation in [2] is appropriate for certain sets of sequences 
occupies Section 4. To assist the reader concerned only with the results, we first 
state and illustrate our extensions in Section 1. A more elaborate illustration is given 
at the start of Section 4. 
1. Examples and statement of the theory 
Throughout the paper our basic process will be a Markov chain (X,,, n ~00; (pO); 
S,), where (p,,) denotes the transition matrix and S,, the state space. The subscript 
“0” is used to distinguish this process from the sequence-process defined in Section 
2. The associated u-algebras will be those generated by the process, Pg[ *] will 
denote the usual probability on measurable sets in path space, conditioned by the 
assumption that the process starts at state 4, and E,“[ .] will denote the corresponding 
expectation. Subscripts on the process itself denote time, so that 
Po”[X,=b]=P,[X,=6(X,=a]=p,(a,b). 
In Li’s context the Markov chain consists of a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed random variables, which means that ~,,(a, b) depends only on b and 
that the evolution of the process does not depend on the starting position. We still 
count the initial position as the position at time zero and use the notation 
EJr~l=~Po(~)m~l. (1.1) cl 
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If we are taking the expectation of a random variable Z that does not depend on 
the initial position, then E,[Z] will equal E,“[Z] for all a. 
Let us give an illustration of our problem in the context of independent random 
variables, assuming for simplicity that So = {a, b} and p = pO( a, b). Let Tbb denote 
inf{k 2 2: Xk_, = X, = b} and let Tb denote inf{k zl:X,=b}.IfX(T,+l)=b,then 
Tbb = Tb + 1. Otherwise Tbb equals ( Tb + 1) plus the “residual time” until b occurs 
twice in succession. That analysis plus independence produces 
E,[T,,l=E,[T,l+l+(l-p)E,[T,,l. 
It follows that 
E,[ Tbb] =;+-j. (1.2) 
Equation (1.2) is a special case of a result that goes back to Feller [l, p. 3241: 
the expected time until r consecutive b’s occur is (1 -pr)/qp’, where q = 1 -p. 
Feller’s result is for a “success-run”, i.e. a sequence of repetitions of one symbol. 
However, it is possible to modify the analysis leading to (1.2) in order to handle 
other sequences. For example, it is easy to calculate that 
CJ Tbo I= 1 lpq. (1.3) 
Moreover, one can take into account initial information. If & denotes inf{k 2 
1: X,_, =X, = b}, then one finds 
J%WHJ = llp2. (1.4) 
Li’s contribution [3] is to obtain a formula which generalizes Feller’s result and 
which provides an easily computable way of finding the expected time for a target 
sequence t to appear, given that a sequence s was just observed. Part of that formula 
involves the comparison of tail sequences with initial subsequences, and that com- 
parison is expedited by the following notation. 
(1.5) Definition. Suppose s = (c,c2 . . . c,). Let f& denote the usual shift operator, so 
that 0,~ is the empty sequence 0 if k zj and is (ck+, * * * c,) otherwise. (When no 
confusion is possible, we drop the brackets; e.g. bb = (bb).) The truncated sequence 
rk~isOifk>jandis(c,. . . ck) otherwise. Thus &s is the (j - k) long tail subsequence 
of s and rks is the k-long initial subsequence of s. 
Let 6(. , .) denote the usual delta function: 
S(s, t) = 
1, s=t#0, 
0, otherwise, 
(1.6) 
and define the following function on pairs of sequences. 
(1.7) Definition. Let s be a j-long sequence of states from S, and assume t = 
(a, . - . a,) is another sequence. Then 
-1 
. 
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(To cover the case when j> r, we use the convention that no contribution to the 
summation is made if the &term is zero.) 
We can now state Li’s result, whose proof is noted after (3.5) below. 
(1.8) Theorem 131. Let X be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with distribution 
(p) on SO. Let s and t be sequences of states from SO with s = (c, * . . c,) and t = 
(aI . . . a,), 1 ~j G r. Dejne D,,(t) as inf{ n 2 r - 1: (X,+,-, . * * X,,) = t}, the first hit 
of t. Then 
E,[D,(t)-(j-I)I(X,... xj-Il=Sl=S(t, f>-f(s~ t)~ 
where D,(r) -(j- 1) is the residual time to hit 1. Ifs = 0, we have E,[ TO( f)] =f(?, t), 
where T,(t) denotes inf{n 2 r: (X,,+l_r. * . X,,) = t}. 0 
In the statement of the theorem we have been very careful to distinguish between 
Do(r) and T,(t), a distinction which is necessary throughout this paper. The last 
assertion of the theorem illustrates the difference between the two, and we give a 
short proof based on the first part of the theorem: 
E,[T,(t)l=Cpo(a)Eo”ET,(t)l a 
=Epda){ l+~po(b)E,b(Qd~))} (1 
= 1 +C poW%QA~)l 
b 
since f(b, 1) = (p,,(b))-’ if r begins with b and equals zero otherwise. 
The notation makes the formula look more formidable than it really is. For 
example if s = (cIcz) and t = (a,a2aj), then 
f(s, r) = 6(c2, al)(po(al))-‘+6(c,c2, alaz)(po(al)po(a2))-‘. 
Applying (1.8) to the first two of our earlier examples requires that we use s = 0 as 
the initial subsequences. Then 
&[ &,] =f(bb, bb) =p-‘+p-*. 
In fact, if r denotes r consecutive b’s, we can recover Feller’s formula as a special 
case: 
E,[T,]=f(t, t)=p_‘+. * *+p-r 
Similarly (1.8) gives &,[ Tbo] =f(ba, ba) = (pq)-I, and for the third example s = b 
so that 
Jr&[&)X,,= b] =f(bb, bb)-f(b, bb) =P-~. 
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(These calculations lend credence either to (1.8) or to our earlier analysis, depending 
on your point of view.) 
To see what one can expect if the assumption of independence is dropped, assume 
that X is an ergodic Markov chain with a strictly positive transition matrix. Then 
using the same sort of reasoning as in the derivation of (1.2), we find for S, = {a, b} 
that 
or 
p[Dbb] =Poh b)+Po(b, a) 1 
~o(a, b)p,(b, b) = ro(b)p,(b, b)’ 
(1.9) 
where r0 is the stationary distribution for ( pO). Thus, an extension of (1.8) to Markov 
chains may well involve the stationary distribution as well as the transition matrix. 
In fact 7ro does play an important role in the definition off in the more genera1 
context. For any sequence t = (a, * . . a,) define rr(t) as m,(a,)p,(a,, us) * * . 
po(a,_, , a,). If 1 is also a target sequence let (PO) denote the transition matrix ( pO) 
restricted to S,, - {a,} and define a function p which depends on t via itsfirst component 
a,: P(a,) = 0 and otherwise 
(1.10) 
where we are assuming So is one recurrent class of states. We will prove the following 
result in Section 3. 
(1.11) Theorem. Let X be an ergodic Markov chain with transition matrix (po) and 
stationary distribuion no. Ifs, t, and D,(t) are dejned as in (1.8), then, if TT( t) > 0, 
EoPoW+-1)IWo.. . xj-I>=Sl=f(4 t>-f(s, t), 
where f is now de$ned by 
f(s, t) = i 6(8,_kS, Qf)(?r(Tkkl))-l+ 
PCcj) 
k=l ho’ 
(1.12) 
p depends on thefirst stare oft and is dejined in (1.10). 
As an example, suppose t = bb and s = b. Since t begins with b, /3 (6) = 0, and we 
find that f( t, t) equals ( ro( b))-’ + (n( bb))-’ while f(s, t) = (a,(b))-‘. Hence, the 
conditional expectation is ( 7ro( b)p,( b, b))-‘, as was shown directly in (1.9). At the 
start of Section 4 a more elaborate example is given illustrating the use of (1.11) in 
the context of the theory we describe next. (The discussion from (4.2) through (4.3) 
requires nothing beyond Theorem (1.1 l).) 
We mentioned earlier the problem of computing the hitting distribution on a set 
of sequences. In [2] Gerber and Li showed that the hitting distribution on a finite 
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subset of the state space can be computed by inverting a matrix whose elements 
are either constants or conditional expectations of hitting times. In section four we 
show that this same formulation works for a finite collection of “target” sequences 
from the state space, provided no target sequence is a subsequence of another target 
sequence. The entries of the invertible matrix are computed via (l.ll), underscoring 
the importance of that result. 
To complete this section we give Gerber and Li’s result, using a different proof 
to show the invertibility of a key matrix. We should emphasize that their result is 
for general Markov chains, not for sequences of states, and to make that distinction 
we use a different process, (Y,,, n 2 0; (p); S), and assume S forms one positive 
recurrent class relative to (p). We use standard terminology for the hitting times. 
(1.13) Definition. Let e(s, t) denote E”[D(t)J, where D(t) = inf{ka 0: Yk = t} and 
T(t) = inf{k 2 1: Yk = t}. Note that if s # t, e(s, t) = E”[ T( t)]. 
LetA={t,,..., t,} be a fixed subset of S. For any s +Z A it is easy to use the strong 
Markov property to find 
c(s, rk) = E‘[Tl+ i h(s, Gb$tj, td, lckkn, (1.14) 
j=1 
where T = min{ T( ti), tj E A} and 
h(s, $)=P[T= T(tj)<oo]. (1.15) 
By Assumption xy=, h(s, tj) = P”[ T -C co] = 1, and we can summarize these equations 
as follows: 
(E”[Tl, h(s, rr), . . . , h(s, &)I o M = (1, 4s, b), . . . , 4s, t,)>, (1.16) 
where M denotes the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix defined by M(0, 0) = 0, M( i, 0) = 
M(O,j)= 1 for i#O#_j, and M(i,j)= e(t,, tj) otherwise. Note that M has zeros 
down the main diagonal. 
(1.17) Theorem [2] The matrix M in (1.14) is invertible. 
Proof. Following the reasoning of (1.9) we obtain, for i # k, 
e(t,, tk)=E’IIT]+ i h(ti, t,)e(t,, tk) 
j=1 
and 
E’l[T(ti)]=E’~[T]+ i h(ti, G)e(tj, ti). 
j=* 
Combining these n equations with one other obvious equation produces 
A-M=M+D, (1.18) 
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where each matrix is (n + 1) x (n + 1). D is diagonal with D( i, i) = E’j[ T( t,)], i z 1, 
and equals zero elsewhere. A is defined by A(O,O) = 1, A(i, 0) = E’l[ T] for is 1, 
A(0, j) = 0 for j 2 1 and A(i,j) equals h(t,, 1,) otherwise. 
Now suppose M is singular. Then there is a vector u with Mv = 0. Hence Dv = 0 
and that forces v(i) = 0 for i 2 1. But Mv( j) then equals u(O) for j 2 1, and ZI must 
be the all zero vector; i.e. M is invertible. 0 
2. The sequence process 
Let X denote the Markov chain defined in section one and assume S, is a positive 
recurrent class relative to ( po). We will say a sequence of states t = (a, * 9 . a,) is 
feasible if ~~(a,, a,,]) is strictly positive for 1 G is r - 1. Let A0 = {t, , . . . , t,} be a 
set of finite sequences from S,. 
(2.1) Assumption. Each sequence in A,, is feasible, and no sequence in A,, is a tail 
subsequence of another sequence in Ao. 
(2.2) Definition. Let ItI denote the length of the sequence t and let r be max{(til, 1 C 
i =z n}. Let 
S={t: t is a sequence with lC[tlsr} 
and 
A={t: tE.S and for some ja0, O,tEAo}. 
Thus S depends on A, or, more precisely, on the length of the longest sequence in 
A,,, and A is the subset of S consisting of all sequences which end with a sequence 
from Ao. If A0 is a singleton or, more generally, all sequences in A0 have the same 
length, then A = Ao. 
It is a straightforward matter to construct a Markov chain Y on S which mimics 
the behavior of X on S,,, and we will not provide all of the details. However, we 
do need to be fairly explicit about the construction and the relationship between X 
and Y. 
(2.3) Definition. The transition matrix (p) on S x S is defined by 
14th * . . W, lb, . . . h+d) =po(h, &+,I, 
d.3, . . . W, (bz . . . b,+,)) =po(b,, &+,I, 
k < r, 
and p(s, r) = 0 otherwise. Y denotes the canonical chain ( Y,, n 2 0; (p); S) relative 
to the a-algebras generated by the Y,,. Note that {t: It) < r} is transient for Y 
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Y mirrors X in the obvious way. For example, if s0 = (b, . . . b,), k < r, and 
si, 0 s id n, is a chain of suitably overlapping sequences with s, ending with bk+;, 
then it is easy to check that 
P[ Yl = S1) . . . ) Y, = s, 1 Y, = so] 
=PO[Xk+l=bk+l,_. . ,X,+,=b,+,)Xj=bj,O~j~k]. (2.4 
The reasoning behind (2.4) is obvious but important for expressing probabilities 
of events defined by X in terms of the Y-process. For example, we have the following 
result. 
(2.5) Lemma. Let t,, be a sequence with ) toI s r and let s = (c, . . . cd, k < r. DeJine 
C( to) = {t: t ends with to}. (2.6) 
Then 
Po[X completes t, at n + kl (X0, . . . , X,) = s] = I’“[ Y, E C( to)]. 
Note that n < ) t,,l is possible if some tail subsequence of s matches some initial 
subsequence of to. If A,,= {to}, then C(t,) = {to}, and the content of (2.6) is that the 
“residual time” X used to trace out to, given s was just completed, is the same time 
Y required to move from s to a state in C(t,). 
We next define the hitting times with which we are concerned. As we saw in 
section one, some care is necessary. 
(2.7) Definition. For any subset C of S, 
D(C)=inf{nzO: Y,EC} and T(C)=inf{nZl: Y,,EC}. 
Let t, be a sequence of states from S, with 1 to/ = r. For j Z 1 define 
D&j, to) = inf{n 2 max(j- 1, r- 1): (X,,+,_r,. . . , X,) = to), 
T,(j, t,)=inf{n3max(j, r): (Xn+,_,, . . . ,X,)= to}, 
and for a set Cc, of such sequences define DO(j, C,) and TO( j, C,) as the infima over 
Cc, of D,( j, t) and TO( j, t) respectively. 
Suppose X traces out s with IsI = j. Then DO(j, to) measures the first time after 
j- 1 that to is observed, and D,,(j, to)+ 1 -j is the “residual time after s” until to is 
hit, To(j, to)+ 1 -j is strictly positive and is the “residual time after s” until to is 
hit. Thus if IsI> (toI and to is a tail subsequence of s, then on ((X0,. . . , X,-l) = ~1, 
Do( j, to) = j - 1, and T,( j, to) + 1 -j measures the elapsed time until there is a first 
return to to. If to is not a tail subsequence of s, Do( j, to) and To( j, to) have the same 
value. 
The ideas behind (2.4) lead to the following relationships. Let Is( = j, j c r = ItI. 
Then 
Po[Do(j, t)+l-j=nI(Xo,...,X,-l)=s]=PSID(t)=n], 
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so that 
E,[D,(j,1)+l-jl(X,,...,Xj-,)=s]=E”[D(t)]. (2.8) 
Similarly, if A0 and A are as above, define h,, and e. relative to Ao, obtaining for ti E A0 
ho(s, ti) G f’,[D,(j, ti) = W, Ao) I(&, . . . , Xj-1) = ~1 (2.9) 
= P”[D(C(ti)) = D(A)], 
and 
eo(s, tj)~Eo[Do(j, ti)+l-j](Xo,. . .,Xj-l)=S] 
=E‘[D(C(ti))]. 
(2.10) 
The sets C( fi) are defined as in (2.6), and the point of (2.1) is that { C( ti), 1 G i G n}, 
is a partition of A. Thus D(C(t,)) can’t equal D(C(t,)) for i # j. 
The importance of these relationships is that we have expressed the desired 
quantities e, and ho in terms of corresponding expectations and hitting distributions 
of the Y-process. This permits us to use the machinery of Markov chains. Define 
H(s, 1) = I’“[ T( t) = T(A)] (2.11) 
and 
E(s, r)=E*[D(t); D(t)=D(A)], (2.12) 
where for any set A in path space E[Z; A] is short for E[Z* ln]. The remaining 
assertions are standard facts of Markov chain theory. 
(2.13) Definition. Let 7 and Q denote respectively the restriction of the identity 1 
and of(p) to A’xA’. 
(2.14) Proposition. Suppose So is a recurrent class for X and A0 satisjies Assumption 
(2.1). Then Y hits A with probability one and (7 - Q) is invertible. Letting P denote 
the matrix (p) we have for all t in A and s G A, 
H(s, 1) = (T- Q)-‘P(s, t) = c (F- Q)-‘(s, u)p(u, t), 
LIESA 
and 
E(s, t) = (I- Q)_‘H(s, t) = 1 (T- Q)-‘(s, u)H(u, t). 
UdA 
3. Extension of Li’s formula 
Suppose s and t are sequences from S and j = Is] s ItI = r. Define 
eo(s, t) = Eo[Do(j, 1) + 1 -jl (X0,. . . , xj-I) = Sl, (3.1) 
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so that we could compute e,(s, t) via (2.8). Now Li used a martingale argument 
which was closely connected to the assumption of independence. By translating his 
approach into the context of a sequence-process, it can be shown that the key step 
is solving one linear equation for one unknown, and for more general chains the 
corresponding problem is one of solving a system of linear equations. 
Our approach thus requires us first to express the problem in terms of the 
appropriate sequence-process. The second step is to verify that the form of the 
solution for eo(s, 1) remains the same. We are then led to a linear system which we 
can solve when (p,J > 0. Finally, we give a formal statement of the result and show 
how the conditions on (pO) can be weakened. 
We make the basic assumption that S, is a recurrent class with respect to the 
aperiodic transition matrix ( pO). A consequence of this assumption is the following 
standard fact. 
(3.2) There exists a unique stationary probability rr,, on S,, (1, rr,,(a)p,Ja, b) = 
n,(b)) such that so(a) = (ER[ T(a)])-‘, all a in SO. 
Let t =(a,. . * a,) be a fixed finite sequence which is feasible. Let A,,= {I} = A 
and construct Q relative to A as in Section 2. To emphasize the fact that A is a 
singleton use e(s, 1) to denote E’[D(f)]. The analysis of Section 2 gives the first 
equality below. 
e,(s, I)= e(s, t)= E”[D(t)]. (3.3) 
Furthermore, since A is a singleton and S, is a communicating class relative to (p,,), 
H(s, t) = P’[ T( t) < 001 = 1, and thus e( . , t) is the unique solution to 
(f-Q)e(s, r)= 1 (6(s, u)-p(s, u))e(u, t)= 1, s# r. 
“f, 
(3.4) 
The first fact to emerge from this approach is that the form of e(s, t) is the same 
as in Li’s work. 
(3.5) Proposition. For ourjixed I, suppose there is a function g(y, t) such that 
1 =x P’%, y)g(y, 1) - c PYS. Y)dY, t). 
Y ?#I 
Then e(s, t)=f(t, t)-f(s, t), wherefis deJinedfor ails by 
r-2 
f(s, f) = c P(k’(.% r)g(t, t)+C P('-"b,YMY, 2). 
k=O 
Proof. It suffices to check (3.4). For s # f 
“;, (6(s, u)-P(S, u))(f(t, r) -f(u, t)) =c P(S, U)f(U, r)--f(s, 1). 
U 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Using (3.6) and the convention p(‘)(s, u) = S(S, u), we find 
r-l 
c P(S, UM% t) = k;, P’k’(s, t)g(4 t)+C P’% Y)dY, t) 
u ? 
r-2 
= 1+ ,r, p(k)(s, t)d4 t)+C J+-%, Y)!?(Y, 1) 
Y 
= 1 -tf(s, t), 
confirming (f - Q)e = 1, as required. 0 
Theorem (1.8) follows as a corollary. Choose g(t, t) to equal 
(P,(4) * . . . . po(a,))-’ and set g(s, t) equal to zero otherwise. Then (3.6) is satisfied, 
since for independent trials p(‘)(s, 1) is precisely g( t, t)-’ for all s, and hence 
,-I 
f(s, t) = c P’k’(s, t)s(c t). 
k=O 
Clearly pck’(s, t) is positive only if the last (r - k) entries of s coincide with the first 
(r - k) entries of t. A little notational effort then produces the form off given in (1.8). 
Our problem thus reduces to finding some g( . , t) which satisfies (3.6). We should 
emphasize that this function may not be unique, even though the e( *, r) constructed 
from it is unique. In fact, we begin by requiring g(s, t) to equal zero for all but 
certain sequences s. 
(3.8) Definition. A sequence ti is an (r-long) predecessor of t if ti = (bia, . . . a,_,) 
for some bi in So. (Note that ti = 1 if and only if t = (bi 3 . . b;).) 
Restrict g by g(s, 1) = 0 unless s is t or a predecessor of t. Then assuming s ends 
with b, and using y(s, t) to denote 1 - 6(s, t), (3.6) can be written as 
l =P”‘(sv r)g(t, t)+CP”‘(s9 tj)%(tj* t)-CP(‘-1)(S9 tj)Yg($v t, 
j j 
=Po(~,,~*)~ ... *~o(ar-2, a,-l){Po(bi, a*)P~(ar-, 3 ar)g(C t) 
+Cpo(bi, bj)po(b,, al)r(tj, t)g(Gv t)-Po(biv a,)y(t;, t)g(tiv 1)). (3.9) 
j 
It is now necessary to assume ( po) > 0, so that we don’t divide by zero somewhere 
along the way. We observe that if tj = t, then g( tj, t) does not appear in the last two 
expressions inside the brackets. That observation and some experimental algebra 
motivate the introduction of new parameters p via the following definition: 
Yg(tj, l)=p(bj)=O if bj=a,, 
g(t. [) =P(bj)po(ar-,, ar)g(tv t) 
/T 
Po(bj, ~1) 
if bjfa,, 
(3.10) 
and 
s(c t) = (flo(a,)po(a,, a,). * . . .PO(&l, a,))-‘. (3.11) 
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We have thus prescribed g(r, r), imposed one further restriction on g(f,, f) if 
bj = a, and f, # t, and defined a new set of unknowns /?( .) whose definition depends 
on 1. It is easy to verify that the restricted function g( ., r) satisfies (3.9) ifand only 
if the corresponding /3 satisfies 
nO(ar)=Po(biT a,)+C (po(bi, bj)-s(bi, bj))P(b,), 
which breaks up into two equations: 
C (s(bi, bj)-Po(b;, bj))P(bj) =po(bi, aI) - da,), bi + a,, 
%#a, 
(3.12) 
and 
(3.13) 
If (PO) denotes (pO) restricted to S,,- {a,}, the matrix I - (PO) is invertible, and 
we can not only solve for p, but also interpret it probabilistically: for bj # a,, 
P(bJ = b ;a (I- &))-‘(b;, bj)(P,(bj, a,) - TO( 
I 1 
=E3[T(a,)<~l-~0(al) niT, @[Ua,)~ nl 
= 1 - ~o(a,)E$[ T(u,)]. (3.14) 
Moreover, the standard theory as recorded in (3.2) helps show (3.13) is satisfied: 
b ;, po(ar, bj)(l- dalE~[ T(a,)l) 
I 1 
= 1 -PO(~,, a,)-~o(al)(E~l[T(al)l-l) 
Working backwards, this means we can solve for p as above, define g(t,, t) and 
g(t, t) via (3.10) and (3.11) and obtain a solution to (3.6). 
We are now ready for the formal statement. 
(3.14) Theorem. Suppose (p,J is an aperiodic, irreducible matrix on S,, and has 
invariant probability z-~. Let t = (a, . . . a,) be a (pJ-feasible sequence and let (PO) 
denote ( pO) restricted to S, - {a,}. Dejne a function /3, which depends on the$rst entry 
oft, byP(u,)=O, and, forb,#u,, 
P(bi)= C (I-(PO))-‘(bi, bj)(p,(b,, a~)-vo(a,)) 
%#a, 
= 1 - rrO(a,)E$[ T(u,)J. 
For any sequence s = (c, . . . cj> # I with j c r, 
eO(s, t) =f(t, t) -f(s, t) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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where 
f(% f)=kIi, s(e,-ks~ Tkt)(~(Tkr))~'+p(Cj)/71(al), (3.17) 
using the notation introduced in Section 1: 
Tr((b, . . . bk)) = ao(Wpo(h, 62). . . . .PO(bk-1, bk). (3.18) 
Remarks. Both (3.16) and (3.17) hold if IsI > 111. Simply observe from the definition 
in (3.1) that eo(s, t) depends only on the r-long tail subsequence of s and that the 
same is true for f(s, t). Note that the formulation above includes all of the known 
cases. In the case of independent trials, /3 is identically zero and no=pO, so that 
(3.17) reduces to the corresponding expression in (1.8). If r = 1 and s = cr f a, = t, 
the expression j( t, t) -f(s, t) reduces to Edl[ T( a,)], as it should. 
Proof. Assume (p,,) > 0. Then the analysis preceding the statement of the theorem 
establishes the validity of everything except the form off(s, t) given in (3.17). From 
(3.7) we have 
As, t) = c p’k)(s, t)g(t, t)+ c p(r-‘)(s, JJ)g(x t). 
k=O Y+r 
pCk’(s, t) is positive only if the appropriate tail subsequence of s coincides with the 
corresponding initial subsequence of t. If so, the contribution of pCk’(s, t)g(t, t) is 
(n(7,_kt))-‘, and we have thus accounted for the summation in (3.17). 
If$=(cja,.* * a,-,) and $ = t, there is no contribution from the second summation 
in the representation above for f(s, t). This corresponds to p(cj) = /?(a,) = 0, so 
(3.17) is valid. If tj# t, p “-“(s, t)g(t,, t) works out to /3(cj)/r(ar), using (3.10), 
completing this part of the proof. 
It was in the last step that we multiplied out the factor of po( b;, a,) which appeared 
in the denominator in (3.10). Consequently, strict positivity was a requirement of 
the proof, but not necessarily of the final result. Suppose then that (po) L 0. Define 
a strictly positive ( pp) such that (p,) converges to ( po) as E JO. Using E as a subscript 
in the obvious way, we have a probability rrE such that ~,p, = T,. On any subsequence 
of E such that n-c converges to a E-, we get tip0 = ii, and uniqueness forces ii = no. 
Hence rrE converges to no. 
Analogous arguments using equations with the invertible matrices (I -(PO)) and 
(7-Q) show that PE converges to p as defined in (3.15) and that e,(s, t) must 
converge to e(s, t) -provided t is (pO) feasible. Since each term in the expression 
defining f,(s, t) converges to the corresponding term in the expression for f(s, t), 
we have finally e,(s, t) =f(t, t) -f(s, t), as asserted above, and that completes the 
proof. 0 
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4. Computation of hitting distributions 
If each sequence in A, has length r, then A = Ao, C( ti) = {t,}, and the hitting 
distribution on A0 defined for the X-process can be expressed in terms the corre- 
sponding hitting distribution of the Y-process. In brief, (1.16) and (1.17) can be 
applied directly to sequences in this special case. 
Let us illustrate this and clarify the use of Theorem 3.14 at the same time. Assume 
S, = {a, b} and A0 = (1, , f2}, where t, = (abab) and t2 = (baab). The unknowns are 
h,(s, tr) and h,(s, tz), as defined in (2.9), and 
e,(s, A,) = &[&(lsl, A,)+ 1 - IsI 1 GG, . . . , XI+,) = ~1. (4.1) 
Suppose s = (bu). Then (1.16) is applicable and relating h and e to h, and e,, 
(eo(s, A,), &(s, r,), h,(s, r?)) 
( 
0 1 1 
1 0 e,(r,, r2) 
1 eO(rz, rr) 0 1 
= (1, eO(s, rr), e&s, 12)). (4.2) 
The matrix is guaranteed to be invertible, and we need to compute e,(s, tI), e,( f2, tl), 
ds, b) and edt,, f2). 
Fix t = t, and compute the associated j3. Since the first entry of t, is “a”, P(u) = 0 
and (~5~0) is a 1 x 1 matrix with entry p,,(b, b). Hence P(b) = 1 - n(u)/p,-,(b, a). (Note 
that by definition ~(a) = r,,(u). We drop the subscript for ease of typography.) It 
follows that 
f(r,, rr) = (rr(abab))-‘+(+b))-l+P(b)/?T(a) 
and 
f(s, r,) = (a(a))-‘, 
so that eo(s, tr) = (rr( ubub))-’ + (T( ub))-’ - ( po(b, a))-‘. We also find e,,( t2, tl) = 
(n( abub))-‘. 
Now fix t = t2, which has first entry equal to b. This time p(b) = 0 and p(u) = 
1 - r( b)/p,,(u, b). We can then show e,( t, , z r ) equals (n(buub))-’ and e,(s, tr) is 
(7r( buub))-’ + ( po(u, b))-’ - (n( bu))-‘. Using all of these results, we find for example 
kd& tl) = 
db, l,)+ eds, b)--ds, tl> 
edt,, f2)+edb, II) 
=po(b, a)(1 -pota, U)PO(U, b)) 
da, a) +Po(b, a) 
Now suppose t, is the same but r, = (ububububub). In this case A has many more 
states than A,, and although the theory can be applied and h, computed via (2.9), 
inversion of the associated matrix may be impractical. However, it is possible to 
show that (4.2) still holds in this case, and that result generalizes under a mild 
restriction on Ao_ 
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t = t’ti and u = u’tk, where u’tk denotes concatenation of the two shorter sequences. 
Suppose the Y-process begins at t and evolves to u in j steps, passing through 
appropriate sequence-states ending with b, , b2, . . . , bj. Schematically then we have 
t’ li b, . . . b, 
By hypothesis fk cannot contain fi, so that (tkl< Iti/+ j and any overlap of u with 
the t’ part of t occurs in the U’ part of U. 
Now suppose i= T’ti and the evolution involves the same bi’s. Then in the same 
j steps the process will arrive at U = U’tk in C(t,), where P’ denotes U’ with changes 
induced by i’. Of course, if u doesn’t overlap t at all, U’ coincides with u’. In either 
case the probabihty of evolving from t to u “via the b,‘s” is exactly the same as the 
probability of evolving from i to ri in the same way. Moreover, we could have put 
constraints on the hi’s so that, for example, no other state in A is hit or no other 
state in C(t,) is hit prior to time j. 
It follows that C,,EC(,k) P’[~=uu; Y,EA, l~“<j]andC,,,(,~,P’[~==u; Y,rZ 
C(f,), 16 n <jJ do not depend on which f in C(fi) we use. In particular we can 
choose t = ii. Equations (4.7) and (4.8) are then immediate, and that completes the 
last proof. Cl 
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